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“Knowledge is power. Sharing knowledge is the key to unlocking that 
power – Martin Uzochukwu Ugwu” 

 
Dear Canpals, 
 
You are all aware CBOA is the only organization in the entire banking 
industry, which strives for betterment of members as well as the Mother 
Bank. 
 
CBOA never failed in its attempts to facilitate its members to provide the 
best opportunities in their career progression, by ensuring a good number 
of vacancies every year.   
 
Besides, CBOA not only ensures that the members would face the 
examination confidently by providing knowledge support by conducting 
coaching classes, mock tests, etc., Thus, CBOA is playing major role in 
building strong and knowledgeable workforce which would take part in 
running the Mother Bank more efficiently. 
 
This year too, we have commenced our coaching classes from 14.10.2023 
and both the online classes and physical sessions in a few centres were 
conducted to aid the aspirants.    
 
CBOA is blessed with a galaxy of excellent and dedicated trainers both 
serving and retired, who are always ready to lend their hands to our 
coaching classes.  
 
I along with my Chairman, my President and the entire team CBOA, 
am thankful for the continued support by the trainers with their utmost 
dedication in imparting knowledge to our promotional aspirants. 
 
Shri L Jagennath, Retd. AGM – who has been a regular faculty of CBOA 
for more than a decade.  With his nice presentation skills, he has been our 
star faculty both online and offline. He has been the most sought-after 
faculty for his unique style of conducting sessions, preparation of 
materials, reference to Bank’s as well as RBI circular, untiring long 
sessions, etc., 
 
Shri Saokar, Retd. DGM – who is the most senior and knowledgeable 
faculty.  His totally exceptional style of covering topics, latest 
developments, quoting Circular Numbers, delivering like a machine gun, 



above all without a single piece of paper or notes, attracts all the young 
aspirants. 
 
Shri Chandrashekhar Reddy, Retd. AGM – who is the master in Credit 
Policy.  His meticulously prepared notes and detailed explanations gives 
confidence in many aspirants to attempt advances at ease not only in 
promotion test but later on in their career also. 
 
Shri Ashok Kumar, AGM, RO, Kolar - who besides his busy schedule as 
a Region head, tried to carve out time to share his knowledge to the 
promotion aspirants. His passion for teaching and preparing material 
could be witnessed in his session. 
 
Shri B V Ravikumar, Faculty, LDC, Hyderabad – a promising young 
man, an inspiration to youngsters.  His involvement, hard work and 
passion for teaching has earned large number of followers across the 
country.  He has been the most wanted faculty and hence besides taking 
classes online, he has visited few centres to take physical classes. 
 
Shri O S Anantha Krishnan, AGS, CBOA – who took charge of co-
ordination of online classes, provided uninterrupted technical support. 
 
Shri Thimma Reddy, DGS, CBOA – who is the pillar of CBOA Mock tests.  
He and his team meticulously prepared objective question papers and 
hosted 11 online tests.  There were about 36000 + attempts by our 
members.  The question papers were prepared in highly professional 
manner and it has helped them to secure good marks in the promotion 
test conducted by the bank, was the feedback by many of the successful 
candidates.  
 
I wish to extend the collective gratitude of Canara Bank Officers 
Association to all the faculty members and extend thanks to all our 
members who have involved in the process of mock test, conducting 
classes, communicating and uploading videos in social media platforms, 
etc., 
 
Let us continue the good work in arranging the mock interview sessions 
for the successful candidates. 
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